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PROGRESS TO DATE 

The wastewater mains reticulation has been installed and has some finishing touches to be completed prior 

to receiving effluent. Loveridge have installed 27 STEP tanks of which four are now installed on Esplanade 

Road including the public toilet. Some test excavations have been completed in low lying areas to assess 

the ground water conditions for tank installations around existing tanks. 

Innoflow have completed the treatment plant and irrigation field with fencing and other finishing touches on 

the shed due to be completed in early August.  

The resource consent required that groundwater and stream sampling be completed as a baseline prior to 

commissioning; this has now been completed by Pattle Delamore Partners.  

There are three Heritage NZ authorities active for this work. The third of these authorities has an appeal 

period that has just ended so earthworks on the remaining properties can begin shortly.   

AUGUST WORK PLAN 

Loveridge will continue to install STEP tanks throughout August and are gearing up to start drainage works 

shortly to allow the on property tanks to start working, once these properties are commissioned 

reinstatement will also be able to seriously begin.  

Tanks going live and reinstatement will generally be the same order the tank was installed. Innoflow will 

continue minor works at the treatment plant with final commissioning to be completed in the coming week; 

fencing and track work are also due to be completed. 

Innoflow will also be commissioning the on property STEP tanks in batches from August with the first 15 to 

be completed in the first week. This covers off warranty and installation checks for the units and will add to 

the foot traffic in your area. 

PROJECT TRACKING 

August has arrived and this is the period we had originally aimed for the completion of the reticulation 

project. As you’ll note from the above this is a target that will not be met. With the projected work ahead 

including on-property drain laying, reinstatement, and with approximately half of the installations to be 

completed and the remaining uncertainty of weather and water management, the project is likely to run 

through to October. 

JULY UPDATE  
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Allowing for variations of time and or cost are a part of any contract; weather, installation issues, resourcing 

issues due to issues with equipment, staff, and materials all have an effect on this. To reduce the actual 

cost to the project; easing the time taken to complete it comes at a cost of convenience and potential 

interruption on your property being extended. We appreciate this is not ideal and acknowledge this 

inconvenience but trust that keeping the overall costs down is also a priority. The advantage of doing this 

also reduces the amount of reinstatement required. 

For reference the first on-property installation was completed at the end of April which means the priority is 

to connect on a first in first on basis subject to Loveridge programming to start reducing the time on site for 

a connection. For those with installed tanks that have yet to be set up on mains reticulation thankyou for 

your patience and for those yet to have your tank installed we’re getting there. 

MORE PROBLEM SOLVING 

Some properties may require tanks to be located in positions that need to provide for traffic. However, this 

is an option that requires structural design. The design considers the long term access to the tank lids, the 

weight the protective access lids can manage, the surrounding concrete structure covering the tank and 

how the services will be accessed for future maintenance.  

We have confirmed a design for the tanks, with thanks to Pattle Delamore Partners, and it is currently being 

priced to construct. Those owners who have no other options for placement will still need to consider the 

level of impact this will have on them and the price to install may yet need an owner contribution to offset 

the total scheme costs. Once we have all the information we’ll run through final options with the effected 

property owners. 

RETRO-FITTED SYSTEMS 

As indicated last month there are some technical issues to address where installing a retrofitted system. 

Innoflow have been engaged to confirm a methodology to Loveridge for these installations. Once this has 

been detailed we will be able to provide more information to those affected. 

 
PHOTOS TAKEN THIS MONTH 
 

 
Differences in marine clay along Esplanade Road – note the vivid blue green clay and lower red/orange clay   
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Concrete collar to provide ballast    Treatment plant in progress 
 

PROJECT QUERIES 
If you have any queries regarding this project to date, or its progress going forward, please do not hesitate 

to contact myself or Coral-Lee Ertel by email trent.deakin@westernbay.govt.nz or coral-

lee.ertel@westernbay.govt.nz 

 

Best regards, 

Trent Deakin – Technical Support Project Engineer 
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